Advertisement for new PPS pooled procurement

The OECS/PPS, as procurement agent for the ministries of health of nine (9) OECS countries, informs interested company of the intention to commence a new PPS pooled procurement competition for the supply of pharmaceuticals, medical supplies, x-ray supplies and other medical products.

Intended Competition Publication Date: 09/07/2019  (dd/mm/yyyy)

Intended Competition Tender Submission Deadline: 09/08/2019  (dd/mm/yyyy)

Scope of the competition: Tender for Antiretroviral medicines (ARVs) 2019-2020

Participation to the competition will be possible only for PPS qualified Suppliers. If your organization intends to participate in the competition and is not already registered in the e-PPSS system and/or qualified for PPS pooled procurement competitions, you are kindly invited to:

- register as a Supplier Organization within the e-PPSS system
- follow the instructions provided upon registration for completing the qualification process
- contact the PPS Helpdesk to obtain any additional information

Your organisation must already be qualified before the Intended Competition Publication Date in order to be able to participate.